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FT600BUS
This module allows you to 
choose between
built-in or surface-mounted.
Supplied as standard.

FT600HW
Hollow wall accessory.
(e.g. gate column)
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SIP OUTDOOR STATION

FT600SIP & FT600KSIP
FT600SIPVC & FT600KSIPVC
Looking for a classy product and yet very budget-friendly?

The FT600SIP and FT600KSIP are IP intercoms that can be 
connected to any desired cloud platform or PBX.
Its price will surprise you, but make no mistake: the finish of the 
outpost is and remains a real Fasttel: beautiful black anodized 
aluminum finished with real glass! Plastic doesn’t stand a chance 
again.

1.  The optional 140° camera is very subtly 
 concealed so that the visitor does not  
 feel spied on and vandalism is not 
 attracted.

2. The volume of the microphone can be  
 adjusted independently of that of the
 loudspeaker.

3.  A light sensor switches the camera to  
 a perfect black and white night image  
 in the dark.

4.  With 4 anti-vandal screws, the outdoor  
 station is firmly fixed.

5.  With the optional keyboard 2 relays can  
 be controlled.

6.  The very powerful loudspeaker is  
 adjustable in several steps.

7.  The frame is made of brushed 
 aluminum and glass.

The outdoor stations can 
be installed flush or surface 
mounted and this with 1 and 
the same frame.

Total size:
216 x 116 x 31 mm (HxWxD)
Recess to be provided for 
flush mounted model:
202 x 102 x 31 mm (HxWxD)

SPECIFICATIONS DIMENSIONS

FT600SIP
1 button, 
no camera

FT600SIPVC
1 button, 
with camera

FT600KSIP
1 button, keypad, 
no camera

FT600KSIPVC
1 button, keypad, 
with camera
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FT600LIC
App for smartphones

SIP PBX
Ip telephone exchange

CLOUD BPX
Cloud telephone exchange

FT30CC
10” IP/Android monitor: white

FTB30CC
10” IP/Android monitor: black

FT9002A/4A
Door Access System Controller

FT600W
7” IP color monitor

FT600KSIPVC FT600SIPVC

APPLICATIONS

Our FT600SIP(VC) & FT600KSIP(VC) are SIP 
intercoms that can be used in all telephony 
environments.

The outdoor station all have 2 SIP accounts that 
can be activated simultaneously. 
This creates the possibility to connect them to our 
Cloud environment, so that the customer can use 
the app on the smartphone, but also a simultane-
ous link to the customer’s telephony environment.
A 2M pixels Day/night camera is optional.

The intercom also has a wiegand connection so that the keypad can be reintegrated into the ac-
cess control system of the end customer.

You are free to place it in all environments where SIP connections are possible.
In short, a unique and beautiful design!
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